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Abstract

Neutron multiplicities have been measured in coincidence

with the light charged particles evaporated in the backward

direction for the reaction 8*Kr+197Au at 32 MéV/u. A method

is presented which makes possible an evaluation of the recoil

velocity, excitation energy and temperature of hot and

thermalized heavy composite systems formed for different

impact parameters. Temperatures larger than 6 MeV are found

for the most dissipative collisions.

* Experiment performed at the GANIL facility



Heavy ion induced collisions at intermediate energy have proven to be very

efficient means of studying the formation and decay of hot nuclei.1"^ Extensive

work has been done, dealing with the determination of a possible limiting

temperature that a nucleus can sustain and the existence of critical phenomena.

Several features can already be stressed from the existing systematic

measurements with very heavy targets (Au.Th.U). Recoil velocity data, deduced

from measurements of fission fragment angular correlations, have shown that, for

the reaction channels leading to binary fission, the most probable momentum

transfer per incident nucleon is to first order a constant value ( «180

MeV/c)4'5 independent of the nature of the projectile (from Li to Ar). For a 30

MeV/u projectile, this corresponds to a transfer of close to 80% of the incident

momentum. As momentum transfer and excitation energy are very closely related

quantities, the greater the momentum transfer, the larger the excitation energy

should be. For moderate incident velocities («30 MeV/u), the massive transfer

hypothesis can be used to connect the momentum transfer and the excitation

energy deposit with a reasonable accuracy.

This trend seems to remain valid with heavier projectiles such as Ni and

Kr.6.7 However, as other decay channels progressively replace the binary fission

decay mode for the most dissipative collisions, more exclusive approaches should

be used to extract the recoil velocity of the hot system.**

On the other hand, a more direct determination of the excitation energy

or/and the temperature is highly needed. As the characteristics of the exit

channels are not known a-priori, it is desirable to choose an observable which

introduces the least possible bias to the interpretation of the measurements.

The evaporation of light particles (l.p.) is expected to fulfill this condition:

such particles are emitted whatever the decay process is (fission, multifragment

emission...). Measuring the multiplicities for neutrons and light charged

particles (I.e.p.) for the most violent collisions permits a more direct

estimate of the excitation energy deposit.9,10 xhis method has been already used



to investigate the Ar+Au,Th systems in the energy range 27-77 MeV/u'. The

results have clearly demonstrated a soft saturation in the excitation energy

deposit around 600 MeV corresponding to T«5 MeV. Consequently, increasing the

projectile velocity does not seem to be an efficient way to deposit more heat in

the nuclear system.

It was therefore deemed relevant to further investigate the role of the

projectile by extending the study to more massive ones (leading also to more

symmetric systems). The system Kr+Au has been studied at 32 MeV/u, a moderate

velocity where a high momentum transfer is still expected. As discussed

elsewhere^, the use of quite heavy targets insures that the deexcitation of the

composite system proceeds dominantly by neutron emission. The total neutron

multiplicity is then a powerful observable to characterize the degree of

violence of the collision. Nevertheless, in order to derive a quantitative

information on the energy dissipation, the neutron measurement should obviously

be complemented by the knowledge of the associated I.e.p. multiplicity. It has

been shown previously that this can be obtained simply from I.e.p. differential

multiplicities at backward angles^.

In this letter, it will be shown that the measurement of different

observables (namely neutron and I.e.p. multiplicities, positions and slopes of

I.e.p. energy spectra) makes possible an evaluation of the average excitation

energy, temperature and recoil velocity of the hot nuclei formed at different

impact parameters.

A 32 MeV/u 84Kr beam provided by the GANIL facility bombarded a 900 ng/cm2

self-supporting Au target placed inside a small scattering chamber surrounded by

the 4JT-neutron detector ORION providing the neutron multiplicity information

(Mn). As discussed elsewhere^, ORION is a Gd loaded liquid scintillator

detector of a total volume of 3m^. Its large efficiency for low energy neutrons

(87% at 2 MeV) makes it a very good tool for counting the neutrons evaporated by

the slow moving hot nucleus. In addition to the event by event measurement of

the emitted neutrons in the inclusive mode, a standard Si telescope, located at



159°, allowed the identification of the I.e.p. and provided the trigger signal

for the event by event neutron numbering during the coincidence measurements

(particles with Z-2 were also counted at 109°).

As already observed with Ar induced reactions9, the inclusive neutron

multiplicity distribution exhibits two components (fig la) which can roughly be

related to peripheral and central collisions. Previous studies have shown that

a-particles detected at backward angles are mostly evaporated before fission of

the hot composite systems resulting from high momentum transfers. This selection

of hot composite systems is confirmed by the shape of the Mn distribution

triggered by the particles with Z-2 detected at 159° (fig Ib) where the

peripheral component has been completely washed out.

Further insight on the origin of these backward emitted l.p. has been

obtained by constructing their energy spectra for each associated M n value

(Examples of the corresponding Z— 2 spectra are displayed in fig.2 for two

different M n values). The most probable energies, E ^ , of such spectra are

displayed in fig.2. The very strong dependence with M n can be simply explained

by kinematical considerations: the more violent the collision, the greater the

recoil velocity and the smaller the E ^ of the backward emitted particles are.

Mn is then an excellent filter on the impact parameter of the collision. In

order to interpret quantitatively this correlation between Emp and Mn, the very

simple massive transfer picture was employed to calculate the theoretical most

probable kinetic energies for all possible mass transfers (from the projectile

to the target). In the laboratory system, the IS™ values depend on four

parameters: the coulomb barrier (calculated with rg-1.44 fm), the temperature of

the emitter (deduced from the relation E*-A/10*T^ where A is the mass of the

fused system), the recoil velocity vs of the emitting system and the spin-off

energy. It appears that, for the detection angles considered, the most sensitive

parameter is vs, which makes this method of determination of the recoil

velocity almost independent of the assumed mechanism. A variation of 10% on Vjj



and T introduces a quite small change, a few per cent, in the calculated Er,p

value. Furthermore, for very heavy systems, and according to the calculations of

Ajitanand et a l ^ , the spin-off effect remains very weak despite the large

angular momenta being involved; therefore, it has not been taken into account in

the present calculation.

In order to improve the statistics,the analysis was performed on neutron

multiplicity bins of 5 units, from Mn-10 to 35. Comparing the experimental most

probable energies and the calculated values in the lab system for the He-spectra

at 159° leads to a quantitative correlation between <Mn> and the respective

average recoil velocity of the emitter vs. The results, displayed in table 1,

emphasize the fact that the He-isotopes emitted at 159" originate from emitters

that exhibit a very broad velocity distribution and prove once more the danger

of extracting temperatures from inclusive charged particle spectra. The neutron

multiplicity appears to be a very sensitive observable to characterize the

degree of violence of the collision i.e. the impact parameter. Within the

massive transfer model, the most violent collisions (highest M n bin) lead to a

very high momentum transfer (85% of the initial momentum) in agreement with the

results of ref 8.

The next step, for each value of <Mn> (and vs) consists to associate a

total l.p. multiplicity and deducing the corresponding thermal energy deposit.

Differential multiplicities were calculated for 1< Z <6 detected at 159°,

simply from the ratio between exclusive and inclusive numbers of detected events

for any given neutron multiplicity as explained in more detail in ref 9. Results

are displayed in fig Ic for Z-2 at the two detection angles, 159° and 109° . The

angle integrated I.e.p. multiplicities can then be obtained for each M n bin

assuming an isotropic emission in the reference frame of the emitter and

applying the proper jacobian transformation, since the average source velocity

vs is known. The assumption of the isotropy, fully justified for protons, may

lead to a slight overestimation of the He-multiplicity13 (at most 20%). The

measured <Mn> values have then been corrected for the efficiency of the ORION



detector using a modified version of the Monte-Carlo code DENIS^. These

corrected <Mn> values, as well as the integrated I.e.p. multiplicities for Z=l

(139°) and Z=2 (109° and 159°) are listed in table 1. The good agreement of the

He multiplicities obtained from measurements at two different angles is an a-

posteriori confirmation of the validity of the determination of the source

velocities. It also indicates that the isotropic emission hypothesis is not

unrealistic. This has been also confirmed for the neutrons when exploiting the

sectorized structure of ORION to analyze the neutron angular distribution in the

same experiment^. These data show very convincingly that a 4?r-neutron

measurement is a powerful and sensitive method for distinguishing between

emitters of slightly different characteristics and for performing an impact

parameter dependent analysis.

The last step consists in deriving the thermal excitation energies E* (and

T from the relation E*-A/10*T2). The calculation was performed by removing step

by step an energy equal to (Bn+2T) per emitted neutron and (Bi_c_p_+VB+2T) per

emitted I.e.p. where B and Vg stand for the binding energy and the Coulomb

barrier respectively. This was done in an iterative way as the initial

temperature is unknown. The gamma- energy has been arbitrarily estimated to be

roughly 40 MeV. The values of the initial values for E* and T are shown in table

1. Only Z—1,2 were considered in the calculation because of the very low

multiplicities for IMF evaporation. For the most probable recoil velocity, an

excitation energy close to 900 MeV is then derived, much higher than for the Ar

induced reaction at a similar incident velocity. It should be noted that for the

most violent collisions, I.e.p. emission becomes a significant decay channel

despite the large N/Z value of the heavy emitting nucleus (more than 11 I.e.p.

are evaporated at 1.03 GeV).

In order to extract the spectral temperature parameters^.16( th e five He-

energy spectra associated with the five M n windows of table 1 were constructed

in their respective center-of-mass reference system using the previously

calculated jacobians. These spectra are displayed in fig 3 which clearly



highlights the strong evolution with M n of both their position and slope.

Surface emission was assumed and maxwellian fits were then used to extract the

apparent temperatures indicated by Tf^t in table 1. These values, which should

represent an average value along the casrade, match nevertheless nicely with the

initial temperatures extracted from the l.p. multiplicities when assuming a

level density parameter of A/10. As already demonstrated by Gonin et al^" this

may be explained by the fact that a-particles are preferentially emitted at an

early stage of the deexcitation process while protons and neutrons are emitted

all along the evaporation cascade.

The very coherent behaviour of these observables (neutron and I.e.p.

multiplicities, positions and slopes of the I.e.p. spectra) constitutes further

support for the excitation energies (and temperatures) which have thus been

determined. For the most central collisions in the Kr+Au reaction, composite

systems can be formed in which about 85% of the projectile momentum has been

transferred, leading to an excitation energy of 1.03 GeV (or «4 MeV/u) and a

temperature of 6.2 MeV. Even for such a large energy dissipation, the excited

system seems to behave like any thermally equilibrated nucleus with an isotropic

emission of a large number of l.p. (up to 52 particles) and He-energy spectra

with a Maxwellian shape. Such temperatures are much higher than the ones

predicted by static calculations, as for instance those using a hot liquid drop

model^ or Hartree-Fock equations^**. Qn the other hand, for such high

temperatures, the d̂ .cay lifetime is predicted to be equivalent to the

thermalization time («10~22.3ec)18. This introduces quite naturally the role of

the dynamics in the process. Dynamic calculations have shown^ that the doping

of the collective shape degree of freedom requires much more time than the

corresponding life-time of such a hot system. This nuclear emitter then probably

behaves more like a blob of thermally equilibrated nuclear matter than like an

idealized nucleus. It would be highly interesting to extend our experiments by

detecting heavier nuclei in coincidence with the light ones observed in the

present experiment. One would expect a change in the distribution of such nuclei
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(in siz<s and multiplicity) when the limiting temperature that the primary hot

nucleus can sustain is reached.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1. Neutron multiplicity distributions measured in the inclusive mode (a),

in coincidence with Z=2 products detected at 159° (b). Differential

multiplicities for Z-2 products (without Jacobian correction) detected at 159°

and 109° (c). No correction has been applied for the efficiency of the neutron

detector.

Fig 2. Evolution with Mn of the experimental most probable kinetic energy Emp

of Z-2 products detected at 159°. The insert displays the energy spectra for Z-2

measured for two different Mr ",-O.ues.

Fig 3. He-Energy spectra, measured at 159° in the laboratory system, converted

in their respective center of mass reference frame, associated with the five M n

windows (labelled A to E in the figure).

TABLE CAPTION

Table 1. For each neutron multiplicity bin, corresponding to an average value

<Mn> corrected for the efficiency of the detector, the following parameters have

been deduced: the source velocity Vs (with respect to the center of mass

velocity VF M T ) • t h e multiplicities for Z-l and Z-2, the excitation energy E*

(and temperature T using the relation a=A/10) as well as the temperature

extracted from the Z-2 energy spectra (for more details, see text).
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